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The MILDOS-AREA computer code is used to estimate the radiological impacts from airborne emissions 

from uranium milling and mining facilities. It provides the capability to consider both conventional 

uranium ore operations as well as operations associated with in-situ leach facilities. The code is used by 

license applicants and the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission staff to perform routine radiological 

impact and compliance evaluations for various uranium recovery operations. The code is currently being 

revised to run natively on the latest Microsoft Windows operating systems and to incorporate a number 

of new features and updates that enhance and extend the applicability of the code. These features and 

updates include an improved user interface, support for ores containing Th-232 and its daughter 

radionuclides, a revised area source model, the ability to perform sensitivity analysis on specific input 

parameters, and the capability to use current meteorological data provided by the National Climatic 

Data Center. The last major update to MILDOS-AREA ran under the Windows 98 operating system and 

dated back to 1998. The revised version of MILDOS-AREA is designed to run as a 64-bit application on 

Windows 7 and Windows 8. The updated user interface includes a more user-friendly layout, access to 

more of the parameter values used in the code's models to facilitate a more specific analysis of the 

problem at hand, input error-checking, a re-vamped help function, and a geographical information 

system (GIS) module to assist in problem definition and analysis. Thorium ores are important as 

alternate feed sources, with natural Th-232 and its daughter radionuclides presenting similar hazards as 

the uranium ores considered in MILDOS-AREA. The revised code handles Th-232 and its daughters in a 

manner similar to that for U-238 and its daughters. The updated area source air dispersion model is a 

refined version of the existing chronic Gaussian plume model that uses the new GIS functionality to 

eliminate any assumptions made as to the geometry of the area source when running the air dispersion 

calculations. Optional dispersion coefficients for ground-level and higher elevation releases will also be 

available. Sensitivity analysis helps users identify important parameters and understand the site issues. 

Most input parameters in MILDOS-AREA are now available for use in a sensitivity analysis. 


